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The innovative and entrepreneurial drive are constructs that inform the American 

psyche, and a balance between exclusive rights to knowledge and the free conveyance 

of knowledge within the public realm constitutes the balance which the patent system 

should achieve. However, the over-privileging of some with exclusive rights to ideas of-

ten works to the detriment of the American public, accentuates our individual subjective 

desires, and suppresses our collective conscience. Property Conveyor re-imagines the 

United States Patent Office. It houses office programs as well as three new, distinctly 

public programs: an education forum, courtrooms for patent infringement cases, and 

a café, all providing the opportunity for discourse on patented information and tech-

nology. By refashioning the patent office with both private office programs and related 

public programs, it becomes a new kind of institution in which the machines of bureau-

cracy and its effects on public life are brought into a productive relationship. 
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PROPERTY CONVEYOR

    The innovative and entrepreneurial drive are constructs that inform the collective American 

psyche, and a balance between exclusive, limited rights to knowledge and the free conveyance 

of knowledge within the public realm constitutes the balance which the patent system should 

strive to achieve. However, the over-privileging of some with exclusive rights to ideas often 

works to the detriment of the American public, accentuates our individual subjective desires, 

and suppresses our collective conscience. Property Conveyor re-imagines the United States 

Patent Office. It houses all office programs related to patent review and introduces three new, 

distinctly public programs: an education forum, courtrooms for patent infringement cases, and 

a café, all providing the opportunity for discourse on patented information and technology. By 

refashioning the patent office with a mix of private office programs and related public programs, 

it becomes a new kind of institution in which the machines of bureaucracy and its effects on 

public life are brought into a productive relationship. 

   Spiral forms suggest nested relations between interior and exterior, public and private. The 

spiral begins and ends at distinct points, but along its route, every part is related to all others. 

In this project, a spiral datum provides the primary horizontal circulation space for all users of 

the building. In so doing, the spiral coheres a thicket of public and private functions into a single 

form which produces relations not only between adjacent programs, but across the spectrum 

of programs within the building. The spiral is an orienting device, coordinating and opening up 

the functions of a bureaucracy to the city. It is a form through which the public is invited, lead-

ing them to express their affirmations and doubts about the patent process and the nature of 

intellectual property at large.
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THEN AND NOW

From early predecessors of the patent office until today, the representation of institutions 

which protect intellectual property have not been questioned. What we find in this spectrum is 

a classical language which no longer speaks to the challenges faced in representing the public’s 

interest in the patent system and intellectual property in general. 

Stationer’s Court
London, 1557

US Patent Office
1840

US Patent Office
2014

printers
bookbinders
booksellers
publishers

printers
bookbinders
booksellers
publishers
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scientists
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engineers
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FORM AND REPRESENTATION AS ONE

Unlike this veneer of communication, this project is an 

argument for an institutional form which communicates 

throughout the depth of the building. This is not A or B—

either the frontal expression of a façade or the depth of 

an interior, but A and B, a deliberate and relentless nest-

ing of volume and exterior plane. 

THE BLACK BOX AND THE PLANE OF REPRESENTATION

The function of the façade within the classical system is 

that of communication. It is an exterior plane of power 

and purpose. The interior is a black box, divorced from 

this plane of representation.
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A BUREAUCRACY WITH MANY PARTS

The patent office is a complex bureaucratic machine 

made up of parts. Conference spaces, group work ar-

eas, research centers, individual work stations, execu-

tive suites, break spaces, and training centers are the 

building blocks that constitute its body. The challenge in 

conceptualizing  this institution is that of cohering these 

parts such that it can  be understood as a body, a whole, 

with major effects on public life. 
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PATENT = INVENTION?

The purpose of the patenting system, as written in the constitution, is “to promote the Progress 

of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive 

Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.” The patent office is an institution which is 

implicated in the progression of arts and sciences, and as such, the progression of the present 

into the future. 
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A RHETORICAL CUL-DE-SAC

  Patents however, do not equal invention. To think otherwise would be a rhetorical cul de sac. 

Statistics which show that patent filings are on the rise should not be mistaken with wholesale 

progress and a climate of innovation. Patents are very often written simply to increase the mar-

ketability of a start-up—this happens in the tech industry all the time and results in patents 

both entirely nonsensical and on ideas already invented —The more patents you have, the more 

investors are willing to spend.

Patent US 7650296 B1

A configurator using structure and rules 
to provide a user interface. According to 
one embodiment of the invention, a cus-
tomizable product class is created. The 
customizable product class includes a 
set of one or more attributes to define 
the customizable product class. A com-
ponent product class is added to the cus-
tomizable product class, where the com-
ponent product class is a subclass of the 
customizable product. A customizable 
class rule is associated to the custom-
izable product class, the customizable 
class rule including expressions which 
provide conditions...
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USPTO: 78%

EPO: 55%

JPO: 61%
comparison of annual rate of patent 
applications accepted in United States, 

European Union, and Japan, 2014

THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC DOMAINS

  In Comparison with Japan and the European Union, patent applicants in the United States are 

more likely to have their patents accepted. The United States Patent and Trademark Office is one 

of the sole government agencies not funded by tax-payer money. The agency funds itself through 

collection fees. Therefore, the main incentives within the patent system are not patent quality but 

patent quantity—the more patents that there are in the system, the more the agency profits. Ad-

ditionally, employee performance is measured in number of patents filed, and promotions within 

the agency are granted largely based on quota measurements. 

  The flood of active patents within the system causes both civil and financial predicaments for 

individuals and corporations. Pharmaceutical companies can hold patents on drugs or chemi-

cal compounds, making it difficult for generics to enter the market and access to these drugs 

financially prohibitive. Large agri-business retain patents on seeds, stopping farmers from us-

ing those seeds from season to season and enforcing them to buy expensive rights to  plant new 

seeds yearly. 

  The struggle of intellectual property is the struggle between the private and public domains, 

between entities who give birth to and maximize profit from ideas, and the general public, who 

benefit from their free flow. These are not problems that architecture can solve. However, by 

giving the Patent Office a form that actively engages the patent system’s stakeholders, the ten-

sions inherent within the world of IP become clarified—it becomes an institution with a new-

found awareness of what is at stake both for itself, the city, and the public at large. 
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PROPERTY TODAY

  Do creators have a natural right to their own work? If the answer is yes, than intellectual prop-

erty is the same as physical property. To transgress or invade upon someone’s intellectual prop-

erty without the consent of the creator, therefore, would be criminal. 

  Art and ideas however are not like houses or land. When the founders of the republic conceived 

of intellectual property, ideas were thought to belong to a cultural commons. The free flow of 

knowledge, religious liberty, and freedom of speech (among other rights) were integral to the 

framing of a democratic society and public sphere. Intellectual property therefore is a specific 

kind of property—a monopoly—created by statute and not a right of a natural order. 

  These monopolies were always understood (and still are) to be limited, and not for perpetuity. 

The purpose of this limited right was for the temporary benefit of inventors, but ultimately, all 

ideas were expected to return to the public sphere—private gain evolving into common wealth. 

Today we face a two fold crisis: Intellectual property is treated, both legally and culturally, as 

being no different than physical property, and technology challenges us to think carefully about  

what this distinction means at a time when the two ideas are collapsing in on one another. Can 

a private entity own the knowledge to 3D print a body part or to reproduce antiquities? Both 

reproduction technologies and biotechnologies are throwing into doubt our legal definitions of 

original expression and forcing us to consider the ethical issues at stake when people begin tak-

ing ownership over naturally occuring biological systems and history itself.

   While the patent office is and inevitably will be a bureaucratic entity with opaque processes 

and procedures, the urgency of these questions merits an architectural response. No longer can 

this institution hide itself from the public sphere. The civil, economic, and ethical issues that 

are at stake for the public require that the institution open itself up to the city. 
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CURRENT AND PROPOSED

  The current patent office (fig.1) contains a perimeter of 

office space with an un-programmed atrium at its cen-

ter. Within this center, different events that cater to con-

stituencies within the IP community take place. Its form 

and circulation is not specific to any one user group.

  In this project, the patent office is organized into two 

parts: a public ground floor (fig. 2) containing programs 

for different IP constituencies and an elongated bar of 

office space above (fig.3) that wraps in on itself as a spi-

ral. The spiraling organization above resolves into the 

pinwheel organization below, linking the public ground 

level to the more private office levels above.
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REPRESENTATION AND ORGANIZATION

  A spiral performs both representationally and organiza-

tionally in this project: the nested relationships of skin 

to volume simultaneously affirms the representational 

role that the façade plays in public buildings and desta-

bilizes it: repetition as both reinforcement and tautol-

ogy. Likewise, a thicket of office program is linked to-

gether through this singular, linear form which wraps in 

on itself. 

  Unlike the private, interior spaces above, the atrium 

on the ground floor is partially covered by an overhead 

structure and is purely public. The pinwheel organiza-

tion of the programs at the four corners of the site an-

chor the building to its prominent site and invigorate the 

plan with a sense of movement, as does the spiral above. 

fig. 2 fig. 3

fig. 1
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SPIRAL AS ONE OF MANY FORMS OF MOVEMENT

  The laws of the spiral in this project are both respected 

and infringed upon. It is an organizational device through 

which all parts are inextricably linked. 

SPIRAL AS SINGULAR FORM OF MOVEMENT

  Le Corbusier used the spiral as an edifying device. It 

is an itinerary in a museum which exerts full control of 

movement. As a strong organic form, (In Le Corbusier’s 

conception), it is symbolic of the umbilical link between 

technological and historical progress and primitive be-

ginnings. 
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VOIDS

In this project, the street and the interior are not separated by a single exterior wrapper. A spiral 

organization produces an alternating rhythm between interior and exterior space. By degrad-

ing the spiral in section, users of the building can walk and view through nested, partial frames 

of building layers, making for a rich array of spatial experience.  By looking or walking through 

these voids, one is always aware of the proximate distance either to the center of the building or 

to the periphery. Sometimes, the degradation of the spiral also allows for different layers of the 

building to collapse in on each other, producing a flattening of space. This degradation creates 

a productive contradiction between the ideal of a spiral form–a complete and organic system–

and one which is also subject to decay. While the spiral does produce an itinerary in and around 

its form which all users of the building can use, the shortcuts produced by these voids allow for 

unpredictable forms of exploration as well. 
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CIRCULATION, ORGANIZATION, EROSION

Vertical circulation (fig. 1) and office organization (fig. 

2) are tied together through a continuous bar of space 

with varying plate depths. However, by eroding through 

its form, aleatory forms of occupation and views through 

and across the form are allowed for as well (fig. 3). It is 

an interface which multiplies the relationship between 

an interior and exterior, between the external comport-

ment of a public institution in a capital city and its rela-

tionship to a public. 

fig. 1 fig. 2 fig. 3
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CURRENT PATENT OFFICE SITE

The current patent office is located within an infra-

structural and commercial strip between two residen-

tial neighborhoods in Alexandria, Virginia, a twenty 

minute metro ride from downtown Washington D.C. Its 

suburban location suggests an office building without 

public import.

PROPOSED SITE

By locating the building within the historic center of 

Washington D.C., the patent office acquires a monu-

mental status within the heart of the capital city. It be-

comes a building representative not only of the govern-

ment, but of the IP community and the public at large.
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MONUMENTAL CONTEXT

  The main building entrance is located along the north side of the site on New York Avenue 

which leads down to the White House. Many of the buildings which surround the Patent Office 

are government operated entities and or major public buildings.

  Placing the Patent Office amongst these buildings confers on it a monumental status. The 

spiral form simultaneously acknowledges and opens up the perimeter-block typology that is 

traditional within the beaux-art plan of L’Enfant. While the perimeter block is characterized by 

its sharp distinction between a public exterior and a private interior, the spiral cracks this form 

open, making explicit the invitation for the public to enter inside.
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1. Public Ground Floor
2. Public Walkway
3. Conference Center
4. General Admin. 
5. Patent Examination

CIRCULATION, ORGANIZATION, EROSION

The building is composed of five programmatic parts: a 

public ground floor, a public walkway, a conference cen-

ter, a general administrative unit, and a patent exami-

nation unit. While each of these parts contain distinct 

programs within, the parts themselves are not wholly 

differentiated one from the other. The individual parts 

give way to a gestalt reading of the whole. 

Building Organization 4241



PUBLIC GROUND 

The spiraling organization above emphasizes the sepa-

ration between the space of the city and the interior-

ity and privacy of an office building and simultaneously 

guides the public in to view it. The ground floor however 

contains no office program. It is a public space through 

which all users of the building—office workers, patent 

lawyers, and tourists alike—filter through. Its public 

nature and the specificity of the programs contained 

within it anchor the building and the institution as whole  

back to the city. 

4443 Axonometric of Ground Floor
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Entrance ViewCafe View 4847
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SKIN: INSIDE AND OUT

The facades of the patent office are characterized by an alternating rhythm between opacity 

and transparency: all faces of the building which are oriented outward are clad with metal-

mesh fins which sit in front of floor-to-ceiling framed glass, while all faces of the building which 

are oriented toward the center are clad with curtain wall. This alternating pattern makes for 

a contradictory comportment: The opacity acknowledges the proprietary nature of the pat-

ent process and marks the difference between the public realm of the street and the enclosed 

space of the office. The transparent facade however allows views in and across the building, 

making clear the idea that the spiral organization links all parts of the building together. To oc-

cupy the exterior walkway between the transparent and opaque facades is to occupy a public 

space which performs as a social mixer. Its quality is determined by the vertical faces of what 

surrounds it on all sides. It is neither a didactic nor voyeuristic space, but a meeting ground, 

available for the public and office workers alike to occupy. 

Facade Organization Diagram 5857
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